
Grace Tea Company Tea Tutorial

As a specialty food and beverage retailer, you have no
doubt seen the unprecedented growth in tea consumption
in the United States over the past decade and are realizing
its potential as a new product line to help increase profits
in your business. The cost of making a cup of tea can
range from 2 to 6 cents per cup. If you are serving tea to
your customers, just remember that on average, one
pound of loose tea makes about 160 cups! This translates
to a lower price per cup cost than coffee, which averages

about 8 cents per cup. Since 1959, the Grace Tea Company has been custom blending and
supplying fine teas to tea connoisseurs all over the world. During this time we have gained a
superior knowledge of purchasing and marketing specialty teas to potential wholesale clients.
Here are a few recommendations to help incorporate specialty tea into your business plan.

Educate Yourself, Knowledge is Power!

To quote tea industry author and consultant Jane Pettigrew, “tea sales are grown by engaging
others in the amazing experience of tasting and enjoying thousands of different teas available.
Knowing basic characteristics of teas from specific regions helps one to assess quality and to
describe the teas to potential customers.” This sounds like an easy plan to undertake, but this
type of knowledge can take time to achieve. We have found that the best way to learn about the
unique world of specialty teas is to get a good background knowledge of tea terminology, tea
varieties, cultural aspects (and everything in-‐between), then move onto the hands on brewing,
tea tasting and customer interaction.

To start out, there are many great books out there that can give you the background information
to start talking effectively about the tea leaves that you are offering. We recommend the
following:

The Ultimate Tea Lover’s Treasury, by James Norwood Pratt
Published by Tea Society, 2011

The New Tea Companion, by Jane Pettigrew & Bruce Richardson
Published by Benjamin Press, 2008

The Story of Tea, A Cultural History & Drinking Guide, by Mary Lou Heiss and Robert Heiss
Published by Ten Speed Press, 2007

The Tea Enthusiast’s Handbook, by Mary Lou Heiss and Robert Heiss
Published by Ten Speed Press, 2010



What is Tea andWhere Does it Come From?

Here are some basics. All tea comes from the tropical plant
known as Camellia sinensis. The tea plant grows best in a
warm climate with long sunlit days, cool nights and an
abundance of rainfall. Tea plants grow at altitudes ranging
from sea level to 7,000 feet and on latitudes as far north as
Turkey in the mid-‐east and as far south as Argentina in South
America.

Tea is indigenous to China, Tibet, and northern India, though it
is cultivated in many other countries across the globe,

including Sri Lanka, Japan, Kenya, Turkey, Indonesia, Vietnam, Argentina, Tanzania, Taiwan,
Malawi, and Zimbabwe. The most complex teas grow at higher altitudes and many bushes can be
cultivated for over 100 years. Tea bushes cover about six million acres of the earth and are
harvested every week during the almost year-‐long growing season.

After each winter season, the first small leaves and buds of the tea bush are hand-‐plucked and
harvested. Once exposed to air, the leaf will begin to wither. When the picked leaf becomes
pliable, it can then be turned into different types of tea.

A common misperception is that the various styles of tea are grown from
different types of plants. The fact is that all styles of tea come from the same
Camellia sinensis bush; however the method in which they are processed
varies. It is this variation in processing methods that give us the main
classifications and varieties of tea. Some teas are simply steamed after
plucking, while others are gently bruised to change the leaves chemistry. Other
teas are allowed to ferment at varying levels, some for a long period of time.



The Five Most Common Categories of Tea Include:

White Tea

This tea is the most delicate type of tea. It is plucked by hand within two days of the first buds
maturing. Once gathered, the tea buds are steamed, allowing the natural moisture to evaporate
before being dried in the open air. Most white tea is grown in limited quantity in the Fujian
Province of China. White tea contains comparable antioxidants to green tea, but it undergoes less
processing. It has extremely low caffeine content. When brewed, it yields pale yellow liquor in
the cup and it has a light, sweet flavor with a clean finish.

Common types include: Bai Hao Yin Zhen (Silver Needle bud set)
Bai Mudan (bud set with open leaf)

Green Tea
 
To produce green tea, fresh leaves are placed on bamboo trays and dried in the sun. The leaves
are then placed into hot roasting pans and quickly moved about. They are continuously rolled
into balls and re-‐roasted. This process stops the chemical changes from occurring in the leaf by
never allowing it to wither and ferment. By eliminating the fermentation process, the dry leaf
retains its green color and natural composition.

Light yellow in color and having a vegetal flavor, green tea is loaded with beneficial antioxidants.
Green teas vary in shape and size, ranging from twisted, flat, pointed, half-‐moon and tight pellets.

Common types include:
Chinese Green Varieties: Lung Ching (Dragonwell), Gunpowder, Bi Lo Chun,Young Hyson, Chun
Mee and Ming Mei
Japan Green Varieties: Sencha, Gyokuro, Genmaicha, Matcha and Bancha
Scented Pouchong Varieties: Yin Hao Jasmine, Hao Ya Jasmine and Pearl Jasmine



Oolong Tea
 
After plucking, this tea is wilted in direct sunlight and is then shaken in bamboo baskets to lightly
bruise the leaf. The chemicals in the leaf react with the air, producing a reddish leaf color. After a
desired amount of time, the leaf is fired and the oxidation process is halted, thus making this a
“semi-‐oxidized” tea. Oolong tea is primarily grown in China and Taiwan (Formosa).

Most oolong teas produced in Chinese plantations are oxidized for a shorter period of time and
are therefore lighter in taste and appearance than oolong teas produced in Taiwan, where
oxidation levels are traditionally higher. China oolong teas have a curled leaf with brown and
green overtones, whereas the higher oxidized Formosa oolongs appear brown in color.

Common types include:
China Oolong Varieties: Royal Red Robe (Da Hong Pao), Ti Kuan Yin (Tieguanyin) & Tung Ting
Formosa Oolong Varieties: Jade Oolong, Brandy Oolong, And Oriental Beauty

Pu-‐erh Tea

An unusual aged tea from China, Pu-‐erh is made from fermented Yunnan Black tea. This tea is
cultivated in the best growth areas from tall tea bushes. After picking, Pu-‐erh is created by piling
the tea for up to three months, allowing an internal fermentation of the leaf to occur. This
process gives Pu-‐erh unique earthy overtones.

It is usually packaged in compressed shapes of varying sizes, ranging from disks and nest shapes
to larger tablets. Know only in China for centuries, this type of tea is believed to have numerous
health benefits, ranging from cholesterol reduction and ease of stomachaches. When brewed, pu-‐
erh teas have a musty overtone and a dark brew in the cup.

Common types include: Pu-‐erh Tuo Cha (small nest-‐shaped pieces)

Ming Cha (loose leaf pu-‐erh)



Black Tea
 
In the case of Black tea, the leaves are plucked by hand and then left in the sun until they are
pliable enough to be rolled without the leaf splitting. The leaves are then put into a tumbler and
rolled. This process causes the juices from the leaves to react with the air and then oxidize. The
green leaves turn black and are then fired in drying ovens.

Black tea is the most common consumed in this country and is primarily cultivated in China,
India, Sri Lanka, Africa and Indonesia. They are often flavored or scented with fruits or spices.
The drying process leaves black tea with more caffeine than other types. Black teas can appear
almost dark red or brown in the cup when brewed.

Common types include:
China Black Varieties: Yunnan, Keemun, Lapsang Souchong (smoky)
Indian Black Varieties: Assam, Darjeeling, Nilgiri (numerous varieties grown in differing
altitudes, tea estates and seasons)
Sri Lankan Black Varieties: Ceylon (Nuwara Eliya), Ceylon (Dimbula), Ceylon (Uva)
Taiwanese Black Varieties: Keemun, Lapsang Souchong (Hu-‐Kwa)
Popular Blends: English Breakfast, Irish Breakfast, Earl Grey and Russian Caravan

Herbal Tisanes

Herbal and fruit "teas" are comprised of herbs, spices, fruit pieces, and flavorings; they do not
contain the tea leaves of the Camellia sinensis plant. Therefore, they are not true teas as many
believe. Often referred to as tisanes, herbal and fruit “teas” come in many unique flavors, shapes
and are naturally caffeine free.

Common types include:
South African Rooibos, Egyptian Chamomile, Lemon Verbena, Linden Flowers, Rosehips &
Hibiscus and Peppermint Leaf.



Specialty Tea in America

The consumption of tea spans the globe, with many cultures having their own unique
perspectives and ceremonies for consumption. There are no socioeconomic boundaries and it is
globally embraced.

The American specialty tea market has quadrupled in the years from 1993-‐2010, now being
worth $6.8 billion a year. Similar to the trend of high-‐end coffee and fine wines, this increase was
partly due to consumers who choose to trade up. With more than 3,000 different variations,
specialty tea houses and retailers have proliferated in recent years as Americans are capitalizing
on the variety of choice, “only the best will do,” and the publicized potential benefits from
antioxidant rich brews.

If I Am Retailing Packaged Loose Leaf Teas To My Customers,
Which Styles Of Tea Should I Offer?

A broad range of teas can satisfy the differing tastes and moods of your customers. So it is best to
pick a few items from the different classifications and sub-‐categories of tea (black, pu-‐erh,
oolong, green, white, scented, special blends, decaffeinated, flavored and herbals).

To create a well-‐represented tea program, we recommend at least 12-‐16 teas to start. When
your customer base increases, you can add more tea offerings to suit your needs. These are
simply suggestions for a starting point to your tea program and often times need to be altered
depending on customer requests and geographical local.

Top Selling Grace Tea Company Loose Leaf Teas

Our Signature Tea: Winey Keemun English Breakfast

Black Teas: Connoisseur Master Blend, Darjeeling Superb 6000, Pure
Assam Irish Breakfast, Mountain Grown Fancy Ceylon

Scented Black Teas: Earl Grey Superior Mixture, Russian Caravan Original
China Blend

Pu-‐erh Tea: Organic Black Pu-‐erh, Whole Yunnan Leaf

Oolong Teas: Formosa Oolong Champagne of Teas, China Oolong Fine Ti
Kuan Yin

Green Teas: Dragonwell Green Premium Long Jing, Gunpowder Pearl
Green, Japanese Sencha Kyoto Estate Green

White Teas: Organic China White Fujian Silver Needle

Decaf. Teas: Decaffeinated Mountain Ceylon

Herbal Tisanes: Rooibos South African Red Bush, Pure Cut Peppermint
Leaf, Egyptian Camomile, Lemon Verbena



HowMuch Tea Should I Buy Initially?

Since merchandising tea is a new segment of your business, it is often times hard to gauge how
much product to initially purchase. We would recommend first orders to be on the conservative
side. With our quick service and stocked warehouse, you can re-‐order when necessary and
receive your order in a matter of days. We always have samples available to cup prior to
ordering so you can make sure you will be getting what you are looking for. Once you have a
gauge on your customers needs, you can increase your orders to include other teas.

Initial Order Suggestions

Single Product: Grace Rare Teas have won six Awards at the International Fancy Food
Shows, including our Winey Keemun English Breakfast for Best Classic Tea!
So, every store with a serious tea section should have at least one Grace
Rare Tea on its shelf: Winey Keemun.

Best Sellers: With limited space for loose teas, select six teas from the best sellers list to
promote

Country of Origin: The finest quality loose leaf teas come from four countries in Asia. Offering
several from each country could include: Fancy Ceylon (Sri Lanka); Winey
Keemun, Flowery Jasmine, Gunpowder Green, Connoisseur Master Blend
(China); Darjeeling and Assam (India); Formosa Oolong (Taiwan) and
Japanese Sencha Green (Japan)

Type of Tea: Teas are made by three basic methods, largely determined by the time the
leaves have been oxidized (fermented). Fully oxidized black teas, semi-‐
oxidized oolong teas and non-‐oxidized green teas. Jasmine teas are made
with a base tea that is between the oxidation levels of the oolong and green
teas. Scented teas start with the base tea and are scented accordingly.

Packaging Sizes: The quality of Grace Rare Teas is reflected in its elegant black, all-‐metal
canister with classic Clipper Ship logo. Most of our tea selections are
available in 8-‐ounce tins (for the everyday tea drinker), 3.5-‐ounce high
barrier foil and rice paper bags with zip top closures (for the occasional tea
drinker) and in 2-‐ounce tins (for sampling); each tea item is adorned with
eye catching colored labels. In addition, our 8-‐ounce sizes are also available
in high barrier foil and rice paper bags with zip top closures, which can be
used for customers to refill existing canisters.

Full Line: Decide which size tins will work best for your customers, consult the best
sellers list above or make up your own list. All our Grace Rare Teas &
Tisanes will impress. You can’t go wrong!



What If My Customers Are Looking For Teabag Teas?

Loose Leaf Tea vs. Tea Bags
While many tea drinkers enjoy the convenience of a tea bag when making a cup of tea, many feel
that brewed loose leaf tea is the best way to make a cup of tea. Optimum taste and the fullest
flavor are attained if the leaves are allowed to unfurl slowly, without the tea bag inhibiting the
process. Tea bag teas are made from whole tea leaves that are broken to fit into the teabags.
Unfortunately, this process can weaken the taste and inhibit the healthy benefits of the tea plant.

Brewing and Serving Grace Rare Teas To Your Customers
If you are brewing Grace Rare Teas and serving them to your customers, there are several
equipment options from which to choose. You can use traditional or fancy teapots (brew in back
or at the table, timed accordingly and then decanted with proper strainer and filters into the
customers tea cup, a cup with a tea infuser, or a dedicated brewing machine or hot water
dispenser (decanted behind the counter and then served).

For many retailers, the most ideal and proper way to brew tea leaves may not be easy for them to
fit into a store that already has several pieces of equipment decided to coffee or other food items.
If this is the case, then serving teabag tea may be the answer. They provide you with a serving
method that is more convenient for your “on the go” customers and are easy to clean up.
If the ease and portability of teabags appeal to you, but you want to offer your customers the best
tea you can, individual cup filters may be the answer. Paper tea filters and reusable permanent
filters are used with unbroken tea leaves and are simply placed into the customer’s cup. While
boiling water is added and the tea has been allowed to steep, it can be removed and easily
discarded.

How To Brew A Pot Of Tea
Different types of tea need different water temperatures and different infusion times, but there
are a few steadfast guidelines to follow in order to achieve the perfect cup of tea.

Fill the kettle or teapot with freshly drawn, filtered cold water. When the water is near the
boiling point, pour into the teapot, swirl around, and tip away. This leaves a hot, clean teapot.
Measure the tea carefully into the pot, allowing one rounded teaspoon or one teabag for each cup
required. Many people prefer to use a tea ball or filter to keep the leaves from spreading
throughout the teapot. Bring the water to a rolling boil. Do not allow it to boil too long, as it will
boil away some of the flavor-‐releasing oxygen and result in a flat cup of tea. Please note that
green tea should be made with water that has boiled and allowed to cool for just under a
minute.

Pour the water onto the leaves or tea bags. This saturates the tea allowing the flavor to release
naturally. Do not pour the water and then add the tea, this will only result in a poor cup of tea.
Allow the tea to infuse for the required number of minutes. If you prefer your tea stronger or
weaker, never vary the brewing time; simply increase or decrease the amount of tea. If allowed
to sit in the teapot, the tea can over-‐brew and turn bitter.

Pu-‐erh Tea Steep tea leaves for 2-‐4 minutes 190-‐205° F water (just short of boiling)
Black Tea Steep tea leaves for 4-‐5 minutes 200-‐212° F water (boiling)
Darjeeling Tea Steep tea leaves for 3 minutes 200-‐212° F water (boiling)
Oolong Tea Steep tea leaves for 3-‐4 minutes 190-‐205° F water (just short of boiling)
Jasmine Tea Steep tea leaves for 3-‐4 minutes 190-‐200° F water (just short of boiling)
Chinese Green Tea Steep tea leaves for 2-‐3 minutes 170-‐180° F water (boil-‐cool for 1 min)
Japanese Green Tea Steep tea leaves for 1-‐2 minutes 160-‐170° F water (boil-‐cool for 2 min)
White Tea Steep tea leaves for 2-‐3 minutes 175° F water (boil-‐cool for 1.5-‐2 min)
Herbal Tisanes Steep tea leaves for 5 minutes 200-‐212° F water (boiling)

Grace Tea Company
14-‐A Craig Road Acton, MA 01776 (978) 635-‐9500 www.gracetea.com


